A Memory Game for Brave Wizards and Witches
2-5 Players, Age 5+, 15 min

Contents

49 Tiles: 8 Hogwarts tiles, 6 McGonagall tiles,
4 Hermione tiles, 4 Ron tiles, 4 Hagrid tiles,
8 Dumbledore tiles, 12 Harry Potter tiles,
3 Voldemort tiles.

collected, but if you reveal all of the 6 McGonagall
tiles you may collect all of them.
Hogwarts tiles can be collected in quadruplets,
which means you can collect 4 Hogwarts tiles you
revealed on your turn. Extra (5th, 6th, 7th) tiles
must remain in the game and not be collected on
this turn, but if you reveal all of the 8 Hogwarts
tiles, you can collect them all.
Turn over the tiles one by one to discover sets, but,
beware of Harry Potter or Voldemort that may
catch you. A player who reveals Harry Potter must
end their turn if different kind of tiles had already
been revealed. When a player finishes their turn,
they turn back over all the tiles they had not
collected.
Try to remember where Harry Potter and
Voldemort are hiding to have a better chance of
winning the most tiles.

Object of The Game
To collect the most tiles.

Game Set Up

Game Rules Summary

Harry Potter – The Hogwarts Challenge is a
sophisticated memory game in which each player
tries to collect the largest set of tiles.
At the beginning of the game, arrange the tiles
face-down in a square of 7 lines X 7 columns.
Each player, on their turn, can continue revealing
tiles until they decide to or have to stop. If a
player voluntarily stops, they may collect sets of
tiles: Harry Potter and Dumbledore tiles can be
collected individually, Hermione, Ron and Hagrid
must be collected in pairs, meaning 2 or 4 of a
kind (e.g. 2X Hermione or 4X Ron). McGonagall
can be collected in triplets, meaning you can
collect 3X McGonagall in a turn. Extra (4th or 5th)
tiles must remain in the game and not be

All tiles are turned to be facing down, shuffled
thoroughly and arranged 7 lines X 7 columns
square.

Earning Tiles

Each tile has a picture, with a black circle beneath
it with a varying number of white dots. The number
of white dots indicate the number of tiles this kind
of set consists of.
For example, to win a Hagrid tiles set, we must
reveal 2 tiles of this kind, as the black Hagrid circle
has 2 white dots. To win a set of Hogwarts tiles, we
must reveal 4 tiles of this kind, as the black circle
of Hogwarts tiles has 4 white dots.
If we reveal more than the required number of tiles
to complete a set, we can collect the set, but we
must leave the excess tiles where they are.

For example, if we revealed 3 Hagrid tiles, we will
collect 2 Hagrids and one will remain at its place.
Harry and Dumbledore tiles are the only tiles that
can be won individually. The only tile that can never
be earned is Voldemort. At the end of the game 3
Voldemort tiles will remain on the table.

Game Play

The youngest player begins and the turns continue
clockwise. Each player, at their turn, may turn tiles
over until they decide to stop or until they open a
tile that requires them to stop (as we will see in the
explanation on Harry and Voldemort tiles). If a
player decides to stop turning tiles over and end
their turn, they may take tiles as per the winning
rules listed ahead. Tiles that were revealed but not
earned must be turned back over.
For example, in the situation ahead the player has
turned over 9 tiles and decided to stop.

Special Tiles

Voldemort
If a player reveals a Voldemort tile,
their turn is over, and all of the tiles
they revealed must be turned back
over without collecting any one of
them. They can place the Voldemort tile back where
they choose to in the 7X7 square. At the end of the
game 3 Voldemort tiles remain uncollected.
Harry Potter
Harry Potter has special rules. Harry
Potter tiles can only be collected if
they are the only tiles revealed on a
turn. One revealed Harry Potter tile is
enough in order to win it. If the first
revealed tile is a Harry Potter tile, we
may continue revealing tiles as long as they are
Harry Potter tiles as well. As long as we only reveal
Harry Potter tiles we can stop our turn and win
these tiles. If we reveal another tile that is not a
Harry tile, we must stop revealing tiles immediately
and turn them back over without collecting any one
of them.
For example, we first revealed a Dumbledore tile
and then a Harry Potter tile - our turn is over and
we must turn back over all the tiles we revealed
without winning them.

End of Game
The player will collect the Dumbledore tile, the 3
McGonagall tiles and the 2 Hermione tiles. Notice
that one Harmione tile is not collected as 2
Harmione tiles compose a set, and the third one
remains on its own. The player will not collect the
2 Hogwarts tiles as well, since they do not have a
complete set of 4. All the tiles that the player had
revealed but not collected must be turned back
over and they will remain in the game.

When there are only 3 Voldemort tiles left in the
table, the game ends. Whoever has collected the
greatest number of Harry Potter tiles gets the 3
Voldemort tiles. If 2 or more players collect the
same number of Harry Potter tiles, the Voldemort
tiles are left on the table.
The player who collects the most tiles is the
winner. In case of a tie, the player who collected
more Harry Potter tiles wins.
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